ABSTRACT Discovering network elements in a dynamic and optimized manner and being able to contend with ever-growing traffic is a key requirement for current networking environments. In software-defined networks (SDNs), the controller collects the topology information from the data plane and maintains an abstract view of the entire network, which is crucial for the proper functioning of applications and network services. However, there is still the need for an enhanced protocol for automatic discovery and mechanisms of autoconfiguration of network elements according to new policies and business requirements. To overcome this challenge, this paper presents a novel protocol that, unlike existing approaches, enables a distributed layer-2 discovery without the need for previous network configurations or controller knowledge of the network. By using this mechanism, the SDN controller can discover the network view without incurring scalability issues, while taking advantage of the shortest control paths toward each switch. The obtained results show that our enhanced protocol is efficient in terms of time and message load over a wide range of generated networks and outperforms the state-of-the-art techniques.
I. INTRODUCTION
The evolution of information and communication technologies (e.g. cloud computing, the Internet of Things (IoT) and 5G, among others) has enabled a large market of new applications and network services for a massive number of users connected to the Internet. Achieving high programmability while decreasing complexity and costs has become an essential aim of networking research due to the everincreasing pressure generated by these applications and services. However, achieving these goals is an almost impossible task using traditional IP networks.
To be able to address these high demands from users, network operators will require emerging solutions to effectively manage their network resources in a dynamic and flexible manner. In addition, in order to deploy high-level policies in traditional networks, operators need to configure each element of the network. This often occurs via specific, lowlevel commands from manufacturers because the plane that
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Byung-Seo Kim. determines how to manage traffic (the control plane) and the plane that forwards traffic in accordance with the decisions of the control plane (the forwarding plane) are vertically integrated into a single network device.
The term ''programmable networks'' is usually employed to describe the desired future of networking. In essence, a network is said to be programmable if the behavior of its network devices and its traffic control are managed by software that operates independently from the network's physical infrastructure. Moving from closed, proprietarybased computer hardware to software-oriented (and thus programmable) networks provides the opportunity for networking innovation, making it possible and more straightforward to evolve network capabilities and deploy new services.
Commonly used as a synonym for programmable networks, Software-Defined Networking (SDN) is an emerging network architecture intended to address the increasing needs of data centers and campus networks, as well as the requirements of service providers in carrier environments [1] . VOLUME 7, 2019 This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. For more information, see http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/
In contrast to traditional IP networks, SDN enables researchers and network administrators to design highly nuanced network control that better corresponds to the current and dynamic demands of users. The novel network design proposed by SDN, i.e. decoupling the control plane from the underlying forwarding plane, evolves traditional network infrastructures from configurable to programmable [2] . Consequently, it enables the introduction of new protocols and traffic management models with logically centralized control policies across multi-vendor and multi-layer networks.
In SDN, the controller maintains a holistic view of the network through the topology discovery service. This topological knowledge is crucial for the correct operation of other internal controller services such as hosts tracking and network configuration, as well as for other network applications (e.g. traffic engineering, network monitoring, attack detection and routing protocol, among others) that run on top of the considered architecture [3] .
II. TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY SERVICE IN SDN
Network topology discovery is a description of the physical structure of the network. This description contains information about the connectivity and link capacity between the network devices at the lowest level (i.e. the data plane layer). This physical infrastructure represents the overall resources of the network.
In general, topology discovery is highly important in several computer network areas such as routing, resource allocation and configuration, Quality of Service (QoS), network management, diagnosis and fault recovery, among others. For this reason, discovering the current topology of a network is a compulsory task for every network operator. Moreover, collecting this real-time information efficiently and automatically is critical for significant networking problems such as enhancing network connectivity and resolving network congestion. In order to improve the performance of these network services, preserving an accurate view of the network topology at all times is also an important task.
However, maintaining a comprehensive view of large networks generates a considerable amount of state information from the forwarding plane [4] . Furthermore, a substantial volume of state information represents considerable pressure for the central controller and, as a consequence, scalability issues might appear [5] . Schemes in which the controller periodically sends multiple packets to every forwarding node in the network could overload the controller's performance.
Although discovering the network topology is an essential service of the SDN controller, at the time this writing no official standard defines the topology discovery mechanism in SDN [6] . Due to this issue, most current controllers (e.g. POX [7] , Ryu [8] , among others) implement a topology discovery mechanism based on the popular southbound protocol OpenFlow.
This discovery mechanism, referred to as OpenFlow Discovery Protocol (OFDP) [9] , [10] , implements a topology discovery technique that uses the frame format defined by the Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP) [11] . Except for the frame format, OFDP does not have much in common with LLDP. Basically, OFDP is based on packet-out and packet-in messages between the controller and switches.
In addition to LLDP, some SDN controllers such as OpenDayLight [12] and ONOS [13] implement the Broadcast Domain Discovery Protocol (BDDP) to discover network links when OpenFlow switches are separated by a nonOpenFlow switch [14] . This protocol has the same structure that LLDP packets but instead of using a multicast address, the destination MAC address field contains a broadcast address.
In order to discover the topology under OFDP, switches require two major previous configurations. Firstly, every switch has initially programmed the IP address and TCP port of its controller to establish a connection as soon as the device is turned on. Secondly, switches have preinstalled flow rules to route directly to the controller via a packet-in message, any LLDP packet received from another switch.
Using the IP address and TCP port programmed in advance, the switch searches for its controller in the network and attempts to establish a secure and encrypted connection through a Transport Layer Security (TLS) session. The controller as part of this initial handshake sends a feature request message to the switch, which responds with a feature reply message. With this message the switch informs the controller about relevant parameters for the network discovery such as the switch ID, a list of active ports with their corresponding MAC addresses, among others.
In essence, under OpenFlow, switches are discovered and added to the network view in the initial handshaking process. Consequently, with OFDP the topology discovery is reduced to discover the inter-connected links between the switches. Moreover, sending messages periodically from the controller to each OpenFlow switch increases the network traffic and latency between the control plane and the forwarding plane, and can also lead to network limitations and outages [15] , [16] .
An efficient and straightforward mechanism for topology discovery in large-scale SDN could be achieved by dividing the entire process into phases and distributing the discovery functions hierarchically between the network nodes [17] - [19] . This allows for obtaining the network graph as quickly as possible without incurring scalability issues. Following this logic, this paper presents a novel topology discovery protocol called Enhanced Topology Discovery Protocol (eTDP).
Different from previous work, eTDP is implemented in each switch through a basic software agent that executes simple decisions. Thus, this approach provides a distributed solution, as the nodes that support the network protocol perform the topology discovery process. In essence, this contribution is designed to obtain an abstract view in largescale networks. It minimizes both the time and the number of required packets, while simultaneously decreasing the overload in controller performance to reinforce the current topology discovery service in SDN.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section III, we first present the literature review, which contains research relevant to the paper scope. Then, we explain the primary considerations of our approach and fully describe the proposed protocol in Section IV. In Section V, we present the simulations conducted and analyze the achieved results. Finally, in Section VI the main conclusions of this work are outlined.
III. LITERATURE REVIEW
In this section, we first outline a general survey of OpenFlowbased discovery mechanisms in programmable networks. After this, we provide a brief description of the proposals in existing literature that have considered applying nonOpenFlow solutions to the topology discovery problem in SDN.
A. OpenFlow-BASED APPROACHES
Currently, in SDN infrastructures, after OpenFlow compliant switches are turned on the SDN controller establishes an initial control connection with each forwarding device [20] , [21] . This initial handshake is used by the SDN controller to request capabilities from the switches, such as configuration information, the number of active interfaces (i.e. network ports), corresponding MAC addresses, etc [20] .
After this, the controller initiates the de-facto topology discovery in SDN, called OFDP. For this protocol, the SDN controller begins by sending LLDP frames encapsulated in packet-out messages to each active interface on each OpenFlow switch in the network. By default, after receiving an LLDP packet from ports other than the controller port, each active switch must send a packet-in message that contains the received LLDP to the controller.
Both OpenFlow packet-in and packet-out messages are essential for current topology discovery mechanisms. The number of packet-out messages that an OpenFlow controller must send is equal to the total number of ports in the network. Meanwhile, the total packet-in messages it receives is twice the number of active links in the network, as there is one packet for each direction [14] . Therefore, due to OFDP, the controller load is determined by the number of packetout and packet-in messages that the controller must process. The related works discussed below propose improving the efficiency of the OFDP mechanism based on the reduction of packet-out messages sent from the SDN controller to OpenFlow switches.
Pakzad et al. [22] , [23] evaluate the efficiency of the OFDP mechanism implemented by current SDN controllers. The authors propose simple and practical modifications to reduce controller overhead during the topology discovery procedure and implement an OFDPv2 based on the ability of OpenFlow switches to rewrite packet headers. As a result, the number of packet-out messages sent by the controller can be reduced to only one message per OpenFlow switch. In [22] , after implementing the improved approach using a POX controller [7] and the Mininet emulator [24] , results showed a reduction in the controller overload of up to 45%. Testing the proposed modification in a specific topology in the OFELIA SDN testbed [23] showed a reduction in controller overload of up to 40%, while the physical topology is presented as in the legacy OFDP mechanism.
Hasan and Othman [25] revisit the current OpenFlowbased topology discovery protocols, taking into account the effects of retransmitting the discovery packets until the SDN controller identifies the entire map of the network. To that end, the authors re-implemented the OFDPv2 proposed in [22] and [23] and compared it with the standard OFDP protocol. Experimental simulations revealed different patterns when retransmission of OpenFlow packets is taken into consideration. Specifically, although retransmission doubles the number of required packets, their implementation outperforms the basic OFDP in terms of bandwidth consumption.
The Tree Exploration Discovery Protocol (TEDP) is proposed in [26] . This protocol gathers topology information and simultaneously provides the shortest paths among forwarding devices without adding additional messages, as compared to current OFDP. After describing two possible implementations for TEDP, the authors also list some desired features that should ideally appear in future SDN platforms according to their research.
Azzouni et al. [27] introduce Secure and Efficient Topology Discovery Protocol (sOFTDP) as a novel and efficient alternative protocol to the current OFDP. This proposed protocol requires minimal changes to OpenFlow switch design and eliminates serious vulnerabilities in the topology discovery process. The authors implemented this solution as a topology discovery module in a Floodlight controller [28] and confirmed that it reduces the topology discovery time by several orders of magnitude in proof of concept experiments.
Taking into account multi-controller environments, Huang et al. [29] designed and implemented an automatic network topology discovery mechanism across various OpenFlow domains. To do this, Gude et al. [30] propose modifications to the discovery, topology and LAVI modules within the NOX controller. Furthermore, modifications to the display user interface of the ENVI module were made in order to connect all deployed NOXs and obtain the status of their OpenFlow switches. The authors implemented their solution in a large-scale OpenFlow testbed and the experiment displayed the entire topology across various domains within the same user interface
In [22] , [23] , [25] - [27] , and [29] , the controller needs, as previous knowledge, the IP address and the list of active ports of each SDN switch in the network. This knowledge is obtained through the establishment of an initial handshake between the controller and forwarding devices. In order to establish this initial switch-controller connection, it is assumed that each switch has programmed the IP address and VOLUME 7, 2019 TCP port number of its controller. In addition, if the network topology changes, the OFDP mechanism can generate an excessive quantity of state messages. As a result, the network can experience service limitations and outages.
In contrast to this, we propose a topology discovery protocol to discover the network nodes that does not rely on offline device configurations and the exchange of topological information between the SDN controller and the switches over a secure connection. Based on this procedure, our protocol enables controllers to be connected in already deployed networks without the need of human intervention to configure each forwarding device. This feature provides a suitable approach for quick installation and plug-and-play controller/switch provisioning, which is an important challenge in the operation and management of current networks.
B. NON-OpenFlow APPROACHES
Most topology discovery mechanisms proposed thus far for SDN have focused on improving the current OFDP mechanism. However, other possibilities have also been studied due to the aforementioned limitations of OpenFlow-based solutions. In this study we have also analyzed some research contributions that discover the network topology in SDN using non-OpenFlow mechanisms.
Tarnaras et al. [31] , [32] proposed an automatic topology discovery algorithm, which takes into account a better usage of the LLDP protocol. This protocol is used locally on the data plane of switches for updating their local neighbors table periodically. The authors obtained the topology map using the Forwarding and Control Element Separation (ForCES) framework for extracting LLDP data directly from the network devices. This procedure automatically reports any change in the physical topology to the controller as a triggered event. After implementing the proposed algorithm, the simulation results showed that the average time to discover a new switch (i.e. 12 ms) during the topology discovery process is 90% less than the OpenFlow-based solution (i.e. 100 ms).
Likewise, Jiménez et al. proposed the SDN Resource Discovery Protocol (SDN-RDP) as an alternative to distribute the management of the network state among several SDN controllers. Each controller discovers a portion of the network topology in order to ensure the distribution of node management and also simplify the protocol resolution. The described mechanism is asynchronous, lacks a global initialization process and does not require previous knowledge of the network. Based on simulation results, the proposed protocol achieves an efficient reduction of the controller overload.
In [34] , a similar distributed operation was briefly introduced to support self-healing properties in SDN. However, this related work lacks of crucial features for protocol implementation such as message types and dataframes structure. In addition to providing further detail about the protocol design, in the present work a deeper evaluation is performed taking into account the impact of the control traffic on the network due to the topology discovery mechanism.
Choi et al. [35] proposed a topology discovery protocol called Generalized TOPology (G-TOP) for a stateful Path Computation Element (PCE). This protocol allows the PCE to automatically construct the network topology as a controller without using a distributed routing protocol (e.g. Open Short Path First-Traffic Engineering (OSPF-TE)). The proposed protocol proactively collects the topology information from the switch and reactively updates the topology changes through an out-of-band control channel. After implementing the proposed protocol, the total time for updating the topology was about 10 ms for the testbed system described in the paper. However, Jalili et al. [36] used out-of-band management, which might not be possible to deploy in some real, largescale scenarios.
Although these mechanisms [22] , [23] , [25] - [27] , [29] , [31] - [33] are able to discover the network topology in SDN, they all require previous configurations within the network devices. Consequently, there is still a lack of more flexible topology discovery mechanisms in SDN based on layer 2 techniques. Our research is therefore intended to solve this issue.
A summary of the discussed topology discovery mechanisms is presented in Table 1 . Each row in the table refers to a different approach. Meanwhile, columns refer to a particular feature: proposal description, considered technique and the requirement that forwarding devices must have configured the controllers' IP addresses. This paper is also included at the end of the table.
IV. ENHANCED TOPOLOGY DISCOVERY PROTOCOL
Although SDN provides a flexible architecture by centralizing network intelligence, the controller intervention in those control tasks that only require local switch knowledge is not always ideal. The execution of such tasks (e.g. neighbor discovery) can be delegated to the forwarding devices, which can gather the corresponding information and send it to the controller. In this way, the controller remains responsible for performing those tasks that require a global network view and centralized control.
A. PROGRAMMABLE NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
The proposed solution can be implemented in a network system following the recent design proposed by the SDN paradigm [37] . The overall system architecture for the proposed solution is shown in Fig. 1 . This network system embraces network control decoupled from forwarding devices and leverages SDN controllers to provide an abstract view of the entire network.
This proposal can be deployed in a network domain with multiple SDN controllers through the use of a software agent (e.g. eTDP client) running in each network device. As a result, based on the topology information sent by switches each SDN controller discovers and maintains an accurate network view in the topology database. The stored information is critical for the proper operation of other controller services and supported network applications (e.g. traffic engineering, network telemetry and attack detection, among many others).
This proposal is deployed in the data plane through the use of a software agent (e.g. eTDP client) running in each network device. Administrators can install and activate these agents on the forwarding devices as needed whenever the network infrastructure grows.
In a network domain with multiple SDN controllers, each controller, based on the topology information sent by switches, discovers and maintains an accurate network view in the topology database. The stored information is critical for the proper operation of other controller services and supported network applications (e.g. traffic engineering, network telemetry and attack detection, among many others). As shown, the control plane can be interconnected with a plurality of network devices (e.g. traditional routers, virtual network devices, programmable switches, etc.) through different transmission media (e.g. fiber optic links, electrical links, wireless links or logic connections). Although in Fig. 1 SDN controllers use an in-band control scheme [38] , this enhanced approach can also be implemented using out-ofband connections.
B. FORWARDING NETWORK DEVICE
The network devices may be any hardware-based (i.e. switch or router) or software-based (logical or virtualized) device configured to perform data forwarding functions according to the routes specified by the SDN controller. Fig. 2 presents a schematic diagram of a network device.
The Topology Discovery Protocol Agent is the component responsible for performing the proposed eTDP at each node, which can be implemented using an agent-oriented approach. These agents perform a local partial function of the entire discovery process while interacting autonomously. This capability of distributed operation allows the global topology discovery task to evolve in a scalable and effective way, without overburdening the SDN controller. Topology information retrieved by each node during the eTDP operation is temporarily stored in the device memory and periodically sent to the controller of the corresponding SDN domain.
C. CONTROL FRAMES DESCRIPTION
The eTDP communications are carried out using a standard network frame format for all data related to the protocol. This feature allows us to develop future extensions of the protocol while maintaining compatibility with previous versions. Moreover, the packets are encapsulated with their corresponding headers (i.e. MAC or IP) for transmissions over the network.
1) MESSAGE HEADER
Every message sent by the eTDP is encapsulated according to the same header structure shown in Fig. 3 . Note that each tick mark represents a one-bit position in the frames and that the fields are transmitted from left to right. These messages share a common header format, which allows a node to be able to accept or relay (if applicable) messages of different types. This feature supports fine-grained message forwarding using the powerful ''match + action'' abstraction of SDN. The definitions of each field included in the message headers are further described below: 1) Proto Type: Protocol type (8 bits). This field uses a specific hexadecimal number to denote the protocol type so that any switch that supports this protocol can easily identify eTDP messages in the network control frame. 2) PDU Type: Packet data unit type (8 bits) . This field contains a value that specifies the type of message in the payload. For example, type 0x01 denotes a topoRequest frame, type 0x02 indicates an echoReply frame and type 0x03 corresponds to a topoReply frame. 3) Message Length: Message size (16 bits). This field indicates the message end in the byte stream, starting from the first byte of the header. As illustrated in Fig. 3 , the overall header size is 32 bits (i.e. 4 octets). Some field values (e.g. PDU Type and Message Length) used in this fixed structure depend on the kind of eTDP messages sent by the network nodes.
2) topoRequest
The topoRequest message is used by the SDN controller to initiate the topology discovery process in the network. Fig. 4 presents the message format of a topoRequest.
Besides the header, this simple message only carries the ID corresponding to the SDN controller that sends the topoRequest message. This is the manner in which each SDN controller announces its presence to every forwarding device active in the network.
1) SDN Controller ID: Controller identifier (48 bits).
The node identifier used in the messages is the MAC address. If the network controller has more than one interface, it must choose the MAC address from one of its active interfaces. This field has the 23476 VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 5. echoReply message format.
same value for every topoRequest message sent by the SDN controller.
3) echoReply
After receiving the topoRequest message, each network node should automatically reply with an echoReply message. This one-hop reply enables the exchange of local topology information between neighbors and the establishment of a hierarchical control tree rooted at the SDN controllers. In Fig. 5 the frame format of an echoReply message is presented.
As shown, the value in the message header (i.e. PDU Type), has changed to type 0x02 for indicating the echoReply message. This message format was inspired by the use of TypeLength-Value (TLV) structures for the exchange of local neighbor information. Type-Length-Value structures have been widely exploited by several existing standardized protocols such as LLDP [11] , Intermediate System to Intermediate System (IS-IS) [39] and Remote Authentication Dial-In User Service (RADIUS) [40] , among others. In this proposal we utilized TLV as an efficient method for transmitting different kinds of topology data inside the message body.
While the TLV type and length fields occupy the first two octets of the TLV format, the value field may have a fixed or variable size. In addition, it may include different types of information, containing either binary or alphanumeric data, which is specified using the associated subtype identifiers (e.g. port component, MAC or IP address, interface name, locally assigned identifiers, etc.). Table 2 describes the standard TLVs supported by this protocol. Complementary TLVs can also be defined to enable protocol extensions. Specifically, in the echoReply message, the TLV Node ID and the TLV Node Port ID are included in order to share the node and port identifiers with another directly connected device. The remaining TLV types are used in the message format explained below.
In addition, the echoReply message is used by forwarding devices as an acknowledgment to confirm or deny the association in the control tree. In essence, each switch in the network sends an echoReply message not only to announce its topology information but to indicate its association with a specific neighbor (i.e. other switch or SDN controller). To do this, an additional association bit is included in this protocol frame. A description of this association bit is given below. 1) A: Association Indicator (1 bit). This one-bit field is used by a network device to announce to its neighbors if it is associated with one of them in the control tree. This bit can turn the echoReply into a join message. As a complement, this message enables eTDP nodes to measure RTT latencies in the network. This feature is crucial to support delay-constrained applications or services executed by the control plane properly.
4) topoReply
The principal function of the topoReply message is to guarantee the proper transmission of the topology network state from the forwarding devices to the SDN controllers. To achieve this, this message format is also based on the use of TLV structures. Fig. 6 shows a brief description of the topoReply message following the basic TLV format. This message may contain the five TLV types supported by the eTDP and presented in Table 2 . The first of these (i.e. TLV Node ID), which is mandatory for every topoReply message, identifies the node that sends this message, while the others are used to provide information related to the connectivity with the node's neighbors.
Finally, we have also defined a pruning indicator in the topoReply messages. This pruning indicator is used by the nodes to notify whether they can reach the SDN controllers through only the neighbors receiving this notification. Clearly, nodes that have only one active port (i.e. leaf nodes) and nodes with all its downstream ports pruned (i.e. v-leaf nodes), will send the prune bit set within the topoReply message. A description of this pruning bit is given below. 1) P: Pruning Indicator (1 bit). This one-bit field enables eTDP nodes to announce to their neighbors whether they cannot provide an alternative path to the SDN controllers. The use of the prune bit is intended to provide forwarding devices with a broader knowledge about their local connectivity. At the same time, the prune bit allows switches with multiple active ports identify themselves as v-leaf or core nodes in the network. This information can be useful for recovery techniques in the face of network failures. Specifically, by using this knowledge switches can reduce the communication overhead during failure notification to the SDN controllers, since prune ports will not be used.
Unlike the two previous messages, the number of fields in the topoReply format is not fixed and depends on the sender position in the resulting control tree.
D. PROTOCOL OPERATION
The presented topology discovery mechanism is initialized by each SDN controller sending a topoRequest message. This multicast message is then propagated accross the network creating a control tree topology rooted at the SDN controllers for collecting network state data. Moreover, this control tree also distributes the management of the physical infrastructure among several SDN controllers.
With the exception of the SDN controller, nodes have one of three roles, i.e. leaf, v-leaf or core, according to their position in the network topology. Leaf nodes are the nodes in the network that have only one neighbor. A node is v-leaf when it has more than one neighbor but only one of them can provide a path to the SDN controllers. The remaining switches are denoted as core nodes.
Additionally, each active port takes one of four states related to the control tree: standby, parent, child or pruned. Fig. 7 shows the port states for a given network device.
• A standby port is an active port in the node that is not used in the control tree.
• A parent port is an upstream port in the control tree that has first received the topoRequest message. Thus, each node has only one parent port.
• A child port is a downstream port of the control tree that has received an echoReply message with the association bit set.
• A pruned port is a child port that has received a topoReply message stating that it is attached to a leaf or v-leaf node. Each port has a state machine that modifies its current state during the control tree creation. This operation is described in the state transition diagram shown in Fig. 8 . Send echoReply to node u association bit set 4 :
Send topoRequest for all ports except p 6: else 7: Send echoReply to node u association bit clear 8:
Discard topoRequest 9: end if
The state diagram represented in Fig. 8 shows all possible port states drawn as circles. The arcs represent transitions from one state to another and are labeled with the condition that changes the state.
Initially, each network node is in a non-discovered mode, with all its ports in the standby state, waiting for a topoRequest message from an SDN controller or another node. After receiving their first topoRequest message, they become discovered nodes through the proposed eTDP. Algorithm 1 shows the forwarding mechanism for a given node v, after receiving the topoRequest message.
When node v receives a topoRequest from node u, a onehop echoReply message is sent back to node u. This automatic reply enables the exchange of node and port identifiers between these neighbors as well as the measurement of the RTT in this network link. In addition, the association bit contained in this reply is used by node v as a joining confirmation, to announce to its neighbor node u whether or not they are attached in the control tree.
If when node v receives the topoRequest it is still in the non-discovered state, it confirms the association in the echoReply message, sets the incoming port p to the parent state and forwards the topoRequest for all the remaining ports (with the exception of the incoming port). By contrast, if the topoRequest arrives at an already discovered node (i.e. a node that already has a parent port), it denies the association in the echoReply and discards the message. Thus, node v has an implicit mechanism that detects and prevents loops.
The proposed topoRequest message forwarding procedure is similar to the FCFS [41] and All-Path [42] approaches. However, in our solution, we have added a one-hop echoReply message. This automatic reply enables important features for the proper functioning of the eTDP mechanism (i.e. the exchange of node and port identifiers between the neighbors, measurement of RTT latencies and the association bit). By adding this message, the switches can perform the topology discovery process and obtain an accurate measurement of the RTT latency simultaneously. The topology information and the delay measure sent by the switches will unlock a more complete and reliable holistic view in the control plane.
As the tree is being created, each switch periodically sends its neighborhood data through the parent port using a topoReply message. The leaf nodes asynchronously start this cyclic process after receiving the topoRequest message. In this case, a one-bit field is added to the topoReply message to change neighboring ports to the pruned state.
Meanwhile, core nodes aggregate topology data from child ports. Once they have received information for all their child interfaces, they complete their topoReply message and send it to the SDN controllers. As a result, topoReply messages are gathered by the SDN controllers, which receive at most an aggregated message from each of their interfaces.
Once the network is discovered the SDN controllers use the resulting control paths to instruct leaf nodes about the retransmission period that must be used. This period must be carefully determined, taking into account the type of network to be discovered. In large-scale geographically distributed networks (i.e. networks that can be considered topologically static), the period value may reach maximum values. By contrast, in cloud or virtualized network deployments (i.e. networks that can be considered dynamic) this period should be adequately analyzed due to existing trade-offs between the number of topology messages forwarded across the network and the required accuracy of the network topology. In addition, given the holistic knowledge of the SDN controllers about the network state, the selected retransmission time can be dynamically adapted according to the network occupation, the applications requirements and the controller's load.
In the face of link failures, switches must inform the controller about port connectivity events. While under OpenFlow specifications, port turned up or down by administrative configurations are notified to the controller using a OFPT_PORT_STATUS message, OpenFlow does not include any mechanism for the switch to inform the controller about link failures or the remote port going down [27] . Precisely, the periodic exchange of topoReply messages defined in eTDP addresses this issue. By using this mechanism, the changes in the network (e.g. link or node failures) are spontaneously notified to the SDN controllers. After receiving this information, the SDN controllers should restart the eTDP mechanism in order to re-establish the affected control tree topology. 9 presents an example of the eTDP basic operation. For this sample topology, we consider two SDN controllers connected to eight switches through links that have the same unitary delay. This multi-SDN controller platform can be deployed in the cloud using a resilient, federated architecture [43] , [44] .
After both SDN controllers run the proposed protocol, the control tree topology and port states are generated, as shown in Fig. 10 . The distribution of switches among SDN controllers is depicted in this figure through the use of colors and shapes. A more detailed explanation of how the protocol aggregates the topology data contained in each topoReply message to the SDN controller C1 is provided below.
It can be seen in Fig. 11 the topoReply messages that are sent from the downstream node N5 to the upstream node N1, and then from this upstream node to C1. In general, each node will form its topoReply message putting its locally known topology information first, which includes the node and links to neighbors (i.e. involved ports and delays) from which it has previously received an echoReply. Therefore, the information associated with its parent port (i.e. upstream neighbor and the link between them) will not be included since the node does not have received topology information from its upstream neighbor (Neigh ID and Neigh Port ID). However, this information is provided by the upstream neighbor.
The local topology information provided by each eTDP node is organized in the topoReply message using the following ordered sequence of TLVs: Node ID, Node Port ID, Neigh ID, Neigh Port ID and Link Delay. The last four TLVs are then repeated for every neighbor of the node sending the topoReply message. Then, the node completes its topoReply by aggregating the payloads contained in the topoReply messages received from each of its child ports (if it has such child ports). It should be noted that each additional payload is headed by the use of a new TLV Node ID in the message. Evidently a topoReply from a leaf node will only contain the TLV Node ID.
Using the topoReply received from N1 in Fig. 11 , the controller C1 can discover this part of the network topology and determine the resulting control branch. Specifically, the controller will read the ordered sequence of TLVs contained in this message from left to right. In doing this, it will notice that its neighbor, N1, is also connected by its port 2 to port 1 of node N5. It will also discover the delay between these two nodes them. It can also be determined that N5 is connected to the control tree through N1 since the topoReply from N1 includes the payload of the topoReply from N5 (identified by the use of a new TLV Node ID in the message). Lastly, from this payload the controller will also become aware of the connection between N5 and N6. In addition, as the payload from N6 is not aggregated in the topoReply of N5, the controller will know that N6 is not included in the control branch of which N1 and N5 are a part.
The use of the pruning indicator can also be observed in the topoReply messages shown in Fig. 11 . These prune bits, all of which are set to zero in the presented example, are sent only one hop back toward the upstream node. Therefore, the upstream node extracts this information from the received topoReply and records it in memory.
1) PROTOCOL COMPLEXITY
The complexity of eTDP is defined in terms of the time and number of messages required to collect the topology information at the SDN controllers and create the hierarchical control tree. Regarding time, the protocol complexity is O(DT ), where D is the depth of the control tree and T is the maximum edge delay, which is comprised of the link propagation latency, the transmission delay and the switch processing time. Considering the number of nodes N , the number of controllers C, and the highest number of neighbors per node A, the total number of discovery messages propagated across the network is equivalent to 2[AC +(N −C)(A−1)]+(N −C), given that an equal number of topoRequest and echoReply messages are generated and that only one topoReply message is sent by each forwarding device. Therefore, the protocol complexity in terms of messages can be expressed as O(AN ).
V. EVALUATION AND RESULTS DISCUSSION
In this section we evaluate the performance of the proposed topology discovery mechanism. To do this, we use essential metrics to assess the operation of the designed protocol in SDN. Furthermore, we use these metrics to compare the control tree formed by the proposed eTDP against other approaches.
A. SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT
To provide insightful results over a wide range of simulated but realistic scenarios, we have implemented the eTDP mechanism from scratch in the Objective Modular Network Testbed in C++ (OMNeT++) [45] . Fig. 12 shows a sample simulation instance with a European network in the OMNeT++ simulator.
Experimental simulations in OMNeT++ have proven to be a reliable approach for supporting studies in large-scale networks [46] that are not hardware dependent and therefore easy to scale and analyze. The role of experimental simulations using the OMNeT++ network simulator is quite significant in the performance evaluation of novel mechanisms in scientific literature [47] . In our study, it enables us to research the behavior and performance of the proposed eTDP in many realistic scenarios of geographically distributed realworld networks.
We generated three sets of networks to evaluate the performance of our solution across varying connectivity degrees. Each network family was generated using one underlying topology from the available online dataset Survivable fixed telecommunication Network Design (SNDlib) [48] . Specifically, we selected three network graphs representative of different scales, namely Atlanta (15 nodes, 22 links), Sun (27 nodes, 51 links) and Pioro (40 nodes, 89 links). Other significant network parameters of these topologies are presented in Table 3 .
Topologies that belong to each family set have been constructed as scale-free networks considering a power-law node degree distribution that uses the same degree exponent as that of the original network. This was a result of applying the static Barabási-Albert model [49] and maintaining the original number of nodes and links. Each family size was determined by restricting the margin of error of the indicated average values to less than 6% in each simulation instance. In particular, each topology set is composed of 500 generated networks. All simulation results include a 95% confidence interval based on Student-t distribution.
For each family set different link latencies were randomly generated, considering the mean and standard deviation values of the original network used as the master. For SDN controller placements, we used the most central nodes in each topology based on closeness centrality. In addition, for computing the presented time values, we considered the propagation latencies among nodes in the network and the packet processing time within each node. The switch processing times were determined according to the messages size as given in [50] for NetFPGA implementations.
B. PROTOCOL PERFORMANCE
In this subsection we present the performance evaluation of the eTDP solution for different key metrics and analyze the obtained results.
1) eTDP CONTROL TREE GENERATION
As the eTDP messages propagate across the network, a control tree connecting every forwarding device and rooted at the SDN controller is created. The topology information from each forwarding device is forwarded to the controllers using the generated control tree in order to provide them with a complete network abstract view.
To clearly illustrate the obtained knowledge about the network view and the generated control tree, in Fig. 13 we present a step-by-step explanation of the information received by the controller in the Atlanta topology with a centralized controller as an example. This figure illustrates the reception order of topoReply messages at the controller.
For this evaluation, we placed the controller in the node denoted as N8 and identified with a unique shape (square) and color (blue). The other switches in the network are depicted as black circles. Regarding the links, solid blue lines represent the control connectivity established by eTDP between the network nodes in the resulting tree. Meanwhile, the remaining network links not included in the control tree are rendered as dotted black lines. It should be noted that partially transparent nodes and links represent undiscovered elements of the original topology in the example.
In general, at each step the discovered segments of the entire topology are shown from a holistic point of view in the SDN controller. For instance, Fig. 13 (a) reveals the constructed network view after receiving the first topoReply with the corresponding topology data. Specifically, this segment corresponds to the information provided by the topoReply message received from the node denoted as N15, where its connection with N9 is also stated. However, the topology information about N9 is not fully discovered until receiving the second topoReply message with information about the network segment shown in Fig. 13(b) . Finally, after receiving the topoReply messages from the other two neighbors (i.e. N3 and N1) the controller's knowledge of the entire network topology is complete, as depicted in Fig. 13(d) .
2) DISCOVERY TIME
For the simulations, we have defined the eTDP discovery time as the overall amount of time required by SDN controllers to discover the underlying network topology. This metric measures the period elapsed from the moment when the first topoRequest message is sent to the instant when an SDN controller receives the last topoReply. In Fig. 14 , we measure the average discovery time required by a number of SDN controllers to discover the overall network topology.
The proposed discovery mechanism reveals a significant reduction in the average discovery time as the number of SDN controllers increases from 1 to 5. Moreover, this decreasing behavior remains consistent across the three considered topologies with different connectivity degrees. Specifically, reductions of 57%, 43% and 36% are obtained in Atlanta, Sun and Pioro-based families, respectively. This result is expected given that in our protocol, in order to discover the network the SDN controllers must receive an aggregated topoReply message from each of their interfaces with child state in the control tree (i.e. those that received an echoReply with the association bit set). Therefore, with the increase of network controllers a smaller number of nodes are associated VOLUME 7, 2019 with each controller (i.e. fewer nodes are included in its control tree), which means that less time is required to obtain the corresponding topology information.
Additionally, in Fig. 14 we can corroborate the relationship between the discovery time and the network diameter (in terms of delay). In essence, network topologies with smaller diameters are more likely to require shorter discovery times, since in our approach control trees are formed using the shortest paths from the controller to each node. Therefore, the associated discovery messages will travel, at the most, the length of the network diameter in their propagation across the network.
3) CONTROLLER OVERHEAD
Measuring the overhead imposed by the topology discovery service on the network controller is of paramount importance in SDN. In this section, we evaluate the number of topology packets the controller sends or receives under different topology discovery mechanisms.
As previously discussed, the topology discovery mechanism implemented by most OpenFlow controllers is called OFDP [20] . The controller load due to OFDP is determined by the number of packet-out and packet-in messages that SDN controllers must process.
Given an OpenFlow-based network of N switches interconnected by L active links, we use p i to denote the number of ports in a switch i ∈ N . The maximum number of messages sent by the controller for discovering all existing links is defined in Eq. (1), while the number of packet-in messages received by the controller is described in Eq. (2) .
In order to achieve a reduction in the number of packetout messages sent in the OpenFlow-based topology discovery mechanism, an improved version, called OFDPv2, is proposed in [23] . In this second approach, the SDN controller only sends one message per OpenFlow switch, as described in Eq. (3).
The reduction of packet-out messages provided by OFDPv2 can be achieved due to the ability of OpenFlow switches to rewrite packet headers. Similar to the previous approach, OFDPv2 takes advantage of the OpenFlow connection establishment between switches and controllers to collect the required topology information. As a result, this improved version consistently performs better than OFDP regarding the number of messages that the controller is required to process. Moreover, OFDPv2 provides a more suitable approach for networks with a higher number of total ports (i.e. networks with higher average switch port density).
In Fig. 15 we present the reduction in the average number of packets managed by the SDN controllers considering two existing approaches as baselines (i.e. OFDP and OFDPv2). This metric is derived from Eq. (4), where NumPkt denotes the average number of messages handled (i.e. sent and received) per SDN controller.
NumPkt baseline − NumPkt eTDP
NumPkt baseline (4) As shown, in all cases our approach outperforms the two other topology discovery protocols with significant reductions in the number of packets handled per controller that can be over 50%. In general, eTDP achieves noticeable improvements with respect to both baselines, but as expected, larger reductions are achieved in comparison to the use of OFDP. In contrast to OFDP and OFDPv2, in eTDP each controller sends only one packet (i.e. a topoRequest message) and receives at most two packets (i.e. one echoReply and one topoReply) from each of its active interfaces. Consequently, our approach allows decreasing the burden on SDN controllers. Fig. 15 also illustrates that the improvements with respect to OFDP and OFDPv2 decrease as the number of controllers increases. This behavior is due to the reduction in the number of switches as a result of increasing the size of the controller set. In this case, fewer packets will be required by the two baselines, while in eTDP this number will remain almost constant or will increase (if the new controllers have higher connectivity degrees).
As there is no study that shows OFDP operation for several SDN controllers, in this analysis we assume the switch distribution among SDN controllers obtained from the proposed eTDP. The average number of switches per controller as determined by eTDP is depicted in Fig. 16 for the three considered topology sets.
As expected, the number of switches per controller decreases as the number of controllers grows. Moreover, in the three cases, switches are nearly evenly distributed between controllers at each step along the x-axis. This behavior is the result of the protocol operation in conjunction with the controller's placement assumed in the simulations (i.e. the most central nodes based on the closeness centrality). Under eTDP, switches associate with the controller that is closest to them, forming control trees of shortest paths rooted at the controllers. This reasoning, coupled with the use of controllers placed at the geographic center of the network, results in a balanced load of forwarding devices among the SDN controllers.
4) DISCOVERY PACKETS PER SWITCH
The average number of packets generated per switch to discover the complete network view is shown in Fig. 17 . As can be seen, this metric is related to the average network degree.
During the execution of the proposed topology discovery mechanism, eTDP nodes use three main messages (i.e. topoRequest, echoReply and topoReply). However, as each switch always generates only one topoReply message, the average number of packets forwarded in the network is primarily influenced by the topoRequest and echoReply messages. On one hand, the number of topoRequest packets required for discovering the topology corresponds with the number of node neighbors. On the other hand, a switch generates one echoReply per received topoReply. This is equivalent to sending echoReply packets by the parent and standby ports in the forwarding device. As a result, nodes with higher connectivity degrees are likely to generate more topology packets, meaning the resulting average value is therefore increased. The network topologies selected for this study exhibit different connectivity degrees, with the highest values obtained in the Pioro-based topologies.
Furthermore, in all the considered topologies the number of packets handled per switch does not increase in tandem with the number of SDN controllers. Thus, it may be inferred that the eTDP mechanism is scalable in terms of the required number of packets with respect to the number of SDN controllersa characteristic that is crucial in practical applications. Table 4 presents the average number of packets generated per forwarding device while the number of SDN controllers is increased in the selected network topologies. These values are also classified according to the types of eTDP control frames.
Under eTDP, echoReply messages exchanged in the network are equivalent to the overall number of generated topoRequest packets, since one echoReply must be generated per received topoReply. However, as shown, more echoReply than topoRequest messages are generated by the switches. This is because the number of topoRequest messages sent by the SDN controllers is not included in this table. Therefore, while an equivalent number of topoRequest and echoReply messages are exchanged between switches, an additional echoReply is generated by those forwarding devices directly connected to the controllers. Evidently, this difference increases with the number of controllers and the number of switches connected to them. Additionally, we can also confirm that the number of topoReply messages generated per switch remains constant and equal to 1, irrespective of the network topology. 
5) eTDP CONTROL TRAFFIC IN THE NETWORK
The eTDP operation is conceived as a cyclical mechanism to be periodically initiated by the leaf nodes. Once the leaf nodes receive a topoRequest message, as previously explained, they send a topoReply message with their topology data through the parent ports. Leaf nodes should continuously initiate this process in order to maintain an accurate global network view in the SDN controller.
In this final evaluation, we capture the overall traffic received by the SDN controller as a result of the eTDP operation after discovering the network topology. To achieve this, we set the retransmission period to 5 s, similar to the OFDP implementation in current OpenFlow controllers [6] . In addition, we used the TLV configuration shown in Table 5 to define the length of the required messages.
The different identifiers relating to nodes and ports (i.e. Node ID, Node Port ID, Neigh ID and Neigh Port ID) are represented using alpha-numeric strings of 1 B length. These values are specified in the subtype field as ''locally assigned.'' The value field of the TLV Link Delay is composed of two parts: 1 B of subtype, used in this case to identify the corresponding unit of measure (i.e. s, ms, etc.), and 2 B of information, which contains an integer value between 0 and 65535.
In Fig. 18 we present the traffic periodically received by the centralized controller after discovering the network topology with respect to the three original network topologies.
The purpose of this evaluation is to analyze and compare the control traffic overhead of the controller across the different topologies. Obviously, the volume of received traffic increases as the size of the network grows (in terms of nodes and links) given that more information must be sent to the controller in order to maintain a complete and accurate network view.
Due to the message aggregation strategy employed in the proposed scheme, the topology information periodically sent to the controller is the result of receiving one topoReply message from each controller neighbor. To better illustrate this, Fig. 19 shows the number of bytes received by the controller with the temporal granularity of the plot divided into smaller units.
In this figure it can be seen how several topoReply messages of different sizes successively arrive at the controller. The volume of traffic carried by each message is proportional to the network segment description contained in the data packet unit, and thus to the size of the corresponding branch in the resulting control tree.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we proposed a novel protocol for discovering layer 2 infrastructures in large-scale SDN topologies. To that end, the proposed eTDP hierarchically distributes the discovery functions among switches supporting this protocol. Unlike existing approaches, this solution enables automatic discovery of the network without requiring previous IP configurations or controller knowledge of the network. By using this mechanism, the SDN controller is able to discover the network topology and construct a holistic network view without incurring scalability issues while taking advantage of the shortest control paths to each switch. Through experimental simulations with real-world topologies, we have demonstrated that eTDP provides a suitable approach for discovering the network topology with discovery times of under 0.08 ms in the three considered networks. The obtained results also show that the overall number of packets generated per switch is not affected by increasing the number of SDN controllers. Moreover, eTDP achieves noticeable improvements with respect to OpenFlow-based approaches, with the most significant reductions seen in comparison to the current OFDP.
